ASECS 2020-2021 Committees

Nominating Committee
- Chair: Melissa Hyde, Art History
- Claude Willan, Digital Humanities, U Houston
- Nicole Aljoe (English/African Amer Studies)
- JB Shank, Minnesota (History)
- Clorinda Donato, Cal State (Italian)

Annibel Jenkins Biography Prize [already approved in 2019]
- Chair: Jay Caplan, French
- James Delbourgo, History (2019 winner)
- Heather McPherson, Art History
- Gordon Turnbull, English

Gottschalk Prize Committee (5)
- Chair: Adam Potkay, English, Wm & Mary
- Margaret Jacob, History
- Elizabeth Kraft, Georgia, English
- Rudy Le Menthôur, French, Bryn Mawr
- Jennifer Van Horn, U Delaware, Art History (2018 Hon Mention)

Clifford Prize Committee
- Chair Dawn Odell, Art History/Asian Studies
- Tili Boon Cuille (French literature)
- Katie Jarvis, French History (2019 Clifford winner)
- Michael Lynn, French History

Srinivas Aravamudan Prize Committee (4)
Chair: Eugenia Zuroski, English
Sabrina Ferri (Italian)
Lisa Freeman (English)
James Mulholland, English NC State (2020 winner)

Graduate Student Prizes Committee (3)
- Chair: Kathy Temple, English, Georgetown
  Ross Nedervelt, History, FIU
  Pamela Phillips, Spanish, U of Puerto Rico

Travel Awards Committee (3)
- Chair: Alison Conway, English UBC
  Carole Martin, French, Texas State
  Olivia Sabee, Dance, Swarthmore

Innovative Course Design Committee (2020 winners appointed as part of award)
Cecilia Feilla, English (Marymount)
Juliette Paul, English (Christian Brothers)
Celia Barnes, English (Lawrence)
**Traveling Jam Pot Fund Committee**
Chair: Ben Pauley, English, Eastern Conn State
Sean Quinlan, Idaho (History of Science and Medicine)
Rachel Zimmerman, Art History, Colorado State Pueblo

**Media and Publications Advisory Committee** (at large member)
Sören Hammerschmidt, English, Gateway CC

**Board Member for 2020-2021 Steering Committee:**
Michael Yonan

**DEIA** (seats nominated by Gay and Lesbian Caucus and Disability Studies Caucus; Board to confirm)
Greta LaFleur, Yale (American Studies)
Travis Lau, UT Austin (English)
Remaining on the Committee are April Fuller, Gena Zuroski, Mona Narain, (all in English) and Michael Yonan and Kathryn Desplanque (both in Art History). NB Travis Lau is also a NTTF; the committee is supposed to have NTTF representation.

Approval of Wendy Bellion appointment

**Program Committee (ALREADY APPROVED)**
Chair: Miriam Wallace (English)
Jennifer Germann (Art History; Board)
Cristina Martinez (Art History; NTTF)
Anton Matytsin, French (Intellectual History)
Chunjie Zhang (German)